
Antonio Lobo Antunes (1942) is not only a writer who, in a very personal way,
depicts contemporary Portuguese society: he is also an artist who cares about the
aesthetic value of his works refining permanently his tools in view of transforming
the art of the novel. We decided thus to reflect on the creative process in Lobo
Antunes' works giving a more accurate definition of their generic features. The
writer himself opened a way for us to reflect, having entitled some of his works by an
explicit generic or parageneric reference: An Explanation of the Birds (1981), Act of
the Damned (1985), Treatise of the sours Passions (1990), The Inquisitors' Manual
(1996) and Don't Go So Fast Into That Dark Night (2000), referred to as a poem.
The starting point and the basic methodological tool of our analyses is
Genette's theory of the paratext and the so-called generic modulation, which is based
on genre theories developed by J. M. Schaeffer, Aguiar e Silva, Fowler, Genette and
Reis. These tools allow us to explore not only the semantic link between a title (or a
generic indication) and a literary text, but also the signs of the architextual, generic
and discoursive layers. The aim of the thesis is to demonstrate how Lobo Antunes, in
different moments of his literary career, worked out his processes, how different
generic modes, (sub )genres and discoursive procedures melt in the novels. Supposing
there was a multiplicity of these layers in the books, we rejected the idea to put one
generic label on the books. The expectations of this multiplicity were fulfilled in all
of Lobo Antunes' novels: still, in the whole of all analysed novels (as well as the
others), we find identical or familiar generic modulations that demonstrate a tough
thematic and structural continuity of Lobo Antunes' works.


